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ing 2% per cent., though in 1903 to become 2j. He issued it
successfully at 93^ per cent.; an index of credit comparing favour-
ably with the 87! obtained for 3 per cent, in Crimean days.
These results were obtained largely at the expense of the income-
tax payers, whose burden was increased by the war from 8d.
to is. 3^. They bore it, however, on broad shoulders; for the
yield of the tax per penny, which was put at a little over £1-6
millions for 1900-1, reached £2 millions in 1902-3. It must be
noted that during these years, besides war-costs, regular expendi-
ture on both navy and army rose fast—a matter which the chan-
cellor criticized strongly in a cabinet memorandum of 1902.
Salisbury, too, deplored it, but perforce acquiesced. During
the final eighteen months of his premiership, which lasted till
11 July 1902, he aged rapidly, and his control over policy relaxed.
The remodelling of the cabinet had strengthened the following
of Balfour, under whose guidance new departures were made
both at home and abroad. It was he who supported against
Hicks Beach the ministers that expanded the fighting services;
he who prevailed on the cabinet to adopt and carry into law the
great, but unpopular, Education Bill of 1902; and he who backed
Lord Lansdowne at the foreign office when the latter took Great
Britain out of her 'splendid' isolation and concluded an alliance
with Japan. Without suggesting between uncle and nephew
any divergence of which the former, at any rate, was conscious,
these policies may be termed Balfourian and not Salisburian.
Surprise is still sometimes expressed that our first ally since the
Crimean war should have been Japan. But the choice was pro-
foundly natural. For what actually drove Great Britain from
her isolation was not the peril during the South African war,
nor the threat of the German fleet-building, but her fear of losing
the China market. We saw in Chapter VIII how this fear in
1898-9 prompted Chamberlain's original efforts for a German
alliance; and in Chapter IX it was shown how vital China had
at that time become for the British export trade. The menace
came from Russia, whose expanding empire was still seeking
southward outlets and warm-water ports. Following her failure
'to force open the Dardanelles in 1878, confirmed by the hostility
of the new Bulgaria during the eighties, she diverted the point
of her pressure from the Near to the Middle East, i.e. towards
India. Hence Lytton's Afghan war in 1879, hence the Penjdeh
incident of 1885, and hence the Salisbury-Bismarck feelers about

